
Dear precious Caregiver,


I just wanted you to know that we (my artist community and 
everyone else!) appreciate what you are doing! 


We who are on lock down in our homes, have been thinking 
about you.


Please let this pin be a small reminder that we are so very 
grateful for all the work you are doing for your community! 


This is a movement that we hope will gain momentum and 
it started on Instagram with an innocent post from a woman  
that thought it would be a nice way to say thank you to 
caregivers.


Her IG account is @bekind_havefun and her name is Shelly. 
If you want to know more about this and learn how to make 
your own pins, you can visit RecycledParts4Art on 
YouTube. We have been sharing this idea with hundreds, 
maybe thousands by now, of artists online.


If you know of any caregivers, and that can include people 
with open stores, pharmacies, the mailman, hospital 
workers etc… Please let me know. 
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